Six airfoil interferograms were evaluated using a semi -automatic image processor system which digitizes, segments, and extracts the fringe coordinates along a polygonal line. The resulting fringe order function was converted into density and pressure distributions and a comparison was made with pressure transducer data at the same wind tunnel test conditions. Three airfoil shapes were used in the evaluation to test the capabilities of the image processor with a variety of flows. Symmetric, supercritical, and circulation control airfoil interferograms provided fringe patterns with shocks, separated flows, and high -pressure regions for evaluation. Regions along the polygon line with very clear fringe patterns yielded results within 1 % of transducer measurements, while poorer quality regions, particularly near the leading and trailing edges, yielded results that were not as good.
Introduction
Holographic interferometric techniques have been widely used in recent years for flow visualization and quantitative measurements of flow properties. The typical method of evaluating interferograms is to read the fringe numbers and their positions manually or by tracing the fringe lines by hand with the help of a tracking device such as a graphic tablet.
This process tends to be a very time -consuming and inaccurate procedure when large numbers of interferograms have to be evaluated. The use of an automatic fringe-reading procedure would therefore speed up the process, enhance the evaluation, and make the interferometric technique a much more powerful measurement tool. In this paper, a digital interferogram analysis method developed by Becker' on an image -processing system has been used to automatically digitize and evaluate the interferograms to obtain surface data for a symmetric, a supercritical, and a circulation control airfoil. The evaluation of interferograms using computer -aided methods can be subdivided into the following steps 1) digitization and image enhancement, 2) fringe segmentation and fringe-coordinate extraction, 3) merging of fringe fields obtained from several magnified views, 4) fringe numbering and correction of fringe disconnections, 5) coordinate transformations, 6) interpolation and extrapolation of fringe -number furíttions, 7) conversion of fringe numbers into interesting flow properties, 8) reconstruction of the flow field.2 Different computer programs were developed to perform these steps and the digital interferogram analysis method uses these modules interactively to accomplish the required evaluation.
Holographic interferometric techniques have been widely used in recent years for flow visualization and quantitative measurements of flow properties. The typical method of evaluating interferograms is to read the fringe numbers and their positions manually or by tracing the fringe lines by hand with the help of a tracking device such as a graphic tablet. This process tends to be a very time-consuming and inaccurate procedure when large numbers of interferograms have to be evaluated. The use of an automatic fringe-reading procedure would therefore speed up the process, enhance the evaluation, and make the interferometric technique a much more powerful measurement tool. In this paper, a digital interferogram analysis method developed by Becker 1 on an image-processing system has been used to automatically digitize and evaluate the interferograms to obtain surface data for a symmetric, a supercritical, and a circulation control airfoil. The evaluation of interferograms using computer-aided methods can be subdivided into the following steps 1) digitization and image enhancement, 2) fringe segmentation and fringe-coordinate extraction, 3) merging of fringe fields obtained from several magnified views, 4) fringe numbering and correction of fringe disconnections, 5) coordinate transformations, 6) interpolation and extrapolation of fringe-number functions, 7) conversion of fringe numbers into interesting flow properties, 8) reconstruction of the flow field. 2 Different computer programs were developed to perform these steps and the digital interferogram analysis method uses these modules interactively to accomplish the required evaluation.
Experimental apparatus and techniques
Image processing system A De Anza image processing system connected to a VAX 11/780 host computer provides the main hardware necessary for digitizing and evaluating interferograms (see figure  1 ). The resolution of the system is 512 x 512 pixels with a 256 (8 -bit) intensity range. Currently, it is equipped with two of a possible four memory planes for image storage as well as with a graphic and an alphanumeric overlay. A frame -grabbing unit can digitize a frame of a video signal in real time from a black and white video camera which is connected to this input channel. The system has an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) with which real -time addition, subtraction, or comparison of one or more image planes may be made.2 The contents of each memory plane may be routed through lookup tables before being input to the ALU and can be shown on a color display. A joystick control device is used for interactive input. It controls two cursors, which may be used in a number of operating modes. A color print system serves as a hardcopy device for the color monitor. The user can automatically digitize and evaluate interferograms by interactively using the hardware units of the image processing system together with the software programs written for interferogram analysis.
Application programs have been written by Becker to evaluate the interferograms along straight or curved lines represented by polygons. The program is run on the VT100 terminal, and the user is prompted for certain inputs such as reference points and fringe number assignment. After starting the program, a fringe pattern is digitized and frameaveraged to improve the signal -to -noise ratio. The user now has to input the location of two reference points to map the image processor coordinates to the user coordinate system by directing the system cursor to the appropriate locations and entering their positions in the user system. The reference points selected are usually the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil which are assigned the values (0,0) and (1,0) respectively. The coordinates of the polygon line may be defined and written to a formatted VAX file before the evaluation, or may be interactively drawn into the image of the digitized interferogram using the joystick device. The analyses of this report, for instance, involved the evaluation of polygon lines just above the boundary layers of the upper and lower surface of the airfoils. This does not affect the results as the surface pressures are assumed constant across the boundary layer. Furthermore, there are no fringe patterns in the boundary layer region that can be detected by the image processor. The system then displays back to the user the fringes that were detected along the polygon line as black and white segments (fringe segmentation). The obtained segmentation can then be accepted or corrected, and the user may then proceed to the numbering procedure.
During numbering, the cursor can be moved along the segmented polygon line positioning itself along the white segments. A reference fringe, whose density is known, is selected and assigned the value O. Subsequent fringes are numbered relative to the reference fringe in increments of one. The user determines the correct numbers to be assigned to each fringe by observation of the entire flow pattern of the interferogram. If the surface pressure is known to increase to a certain point and then decrease, the user will correspondingly assign fringe numbers that indicate this increase and decrease. Depending on 200 / SPIE Vol. 693 High Speed Photography, Videography, and Photonics /V (1986)
Image processing system A De Anza image processing system connected to a VAX 11/780 host computer provides the main hardware necessary for digitizing and evaluating interferograms (see figure  1) . The resolution of the system is 512 x 512 pixels with a 256 (8-bit) intensity range. Currently, it is equipped with two of a possible four memory planes for image storage as well as with a graphic and an alphanumeric overlay. A frame-grabbing unit can digitize a frame of a video signal in real time from a black and white video camera which is connected to this input channel. The system has an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) with which real-time addition, subtraction, or comparison of one or more image planes may be made. 2 The contents of each memory plane may be routed through lookup tables before being input to the ALU and can be shown on a color display. A joystick control device is used for interactive input. It controls two cursors, which may be used in a number of operating modes. A color print system serves as a hardcopy device for the color monitor. The user can automatically digitize and evaluate interferograms by interactively using the hardware units of the image processing system together with the software programs written for interferogram analysis.
Application programs have been written by Decker to evaluate the interferograms along straight or curved lines represented by polygons. The program is run on the VT100 terminal, and the user is prompted for certain inputs such as reference points and fringe number assignment. After starting the program, a fringe pattern is digitized and frameaveraged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The user now has to input the location of two reference points to map the image processor coordinates to the user coordinate system by directing the system cursor to the appropriate locations and entering their positions in the user system. The reference points selected are usually the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil which are assigned the values (0,0) and (1,0) respectively. The coordinates of the polygon line may be defined and written to a formatted VAX file before the evaluation, or may be interactively drawn into the image of the digitized interferogram using the joystick device. The analyses of this report, for instance, involved the evaluation of polygon lines just above the boundary layers of the upper and lower surface of the airfoils. This does not affect the results as the surface pressures are assumed constant across the boundary layer. Furthermore, there are no fringe patterns in the boundary layer region that can be detected by the image processor. The system then displays back to the user the fringes that were detected along the polygon line as black and white segments (fringe segmentation). The obtained segmentation can then be accepted or corrected, and the user may then proceed to the numbering procedure.
During numbering, the cursor can be moved along the segmented polygon line positioning itself along the white segments. A reference fringe, whose density is known, is selected and assigned the value 0. Subsequent fringes are numbered relative to the reference fringe in increments of one. The user determines the correct numbers to be assigned to each fringe by observation of the entire flow pattern of the interferogram. If the surface pressure is known to increase to a certain point and then decrease, the user will correspondingly assign fringe numbers that indicate this increase and decrease. Depending on the polygon line being used, some fringes will have the same number as the fringe pattern bends in the opposite direction. Two different numbering modules may be used to set the fringe numbers. Only one number and the direction in which the fringe numbers increase has to be input by the user to number the entire line. During the numbering process the black segments are overwritten by color to show the difference in the fringe order of two adjacent fringes. If the color indicated is green or blue, the fringe order increases or decreases by one respectively. If the color is red, the fringe order differs by more than one and the fringe order sequence is discontinuous. Black indicates that both fringes have the same number. The color -coding is an ergonomic feature and makes it easier to detect numbering errors. At all times one may go back to the segmentation procedure to start the numbering process again.
To be able to handle a wide range of fringe frequencies or increase the accuracy of the detection of fringes, the image processor system is able to handle digitizations of several sections of one interferogram taken with different resolutions. Alternate lenses on the video camera are used to focus on appropriate sections. Each section is separately digitized until the entire polygon line has been evaluated. The application program is exited and the data from different portions of the interferogram are then merged into one set of data. The output will be the fringe numbers and location (fringe order function) along the polygon line being evaluated. The fringe order function is automatically output onto a VAX file and can be converted to interesting flow properties such as pressure coefficients, Cp, using a post -processing program.
Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
The airfoils were tested in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. The test facility is equipped with a holographic interferometer system which uses a Quanta Ray DCR -1 Nd:YAG laser as a light source. The laser is capable of producing a pulsed beam with rates between 2 /sec and 20 /sec at up to 80 mJ of energy in the green line (0.532 µm). The hologram recording system is composed of transmitting and receiving components connected by two optical paths for the object and reference beams.3 A 10.16 -cm by 12.7 -cm (4 -in by 5 -in) film holder is used to hold the high-resolution holographic film plates for recording the information. This allows the storage of several test conditions for later comparison and analysis outside of the test facility. A reference hologram is recorded with no flow in the tunnel and a test hologram is recorded at the test condition. After processing, the reference and test holograms are reconstructed to an infinite -fringe interferogram. 4, 5 If the flow is two -dimensional. which is usually the case for airfoils, fringes on an infinitefringe interferogram correspond to density contours in the flow, with a constant density increment between fringes given by, AN Pz,y -Pref - (1) SPIE Vol. 693 High Speed Photography, Videography, and Photonics IV (1986) / 201 the polygon line being used, some fringes will have the same number as the fringe pattern bends in the opposite direction. Two different numbering modules may be used to set the fringe numbers. Only one number and the direction in which the fringe numbers increase has to be input by the user to number the entire line. During the numbering process the black segments are overwritten by color to show the difference in the fringe order of two adjacent fringes. If the color indicated is green or blue, the fringe order increases or decreases by one respectively. If the color is red, the fringe order differs by more than one and the fringe order sequence is discontinuous. Black indicates that both fringes have the same number. The color-coding is an ergonomic feature and makes it easier to detect numbering errors. At all times one may go back to the segmentation procedure to start the numbering process again.
To be able to handle a wide range of fringe frequencies or increase the accuracy of the detection of fringes, the image processor system is able to handle digitizations of several sections of one interferogram taken with different resolutions. Alternate lenses on the video camera are used to focus on appropriate sections. Each section is separately digitized until the entire polygon line has been evaluated. The application program is exited and the data from different portions of the interferogram are then merged into one set of data. The output will be the fringe numbers and location (fringe order function) along the polygon line being evaluated. The fringe order function is automatically output onto a VAX file and can be converted to interesting flow properties such as pressure coefficients, Cp , using a post-processing program.
The airfoils were tested in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. The test facility is equipped with a holographic interferometer system which uses a Quanta Ray DCR-1 NdrYAG laser as a light source. The laser is capable of producing a pulsed beam with rates between 2/sec and 20/sec at up to 80 mJ of energy in the green line (0.532 /mi). The hologram recording system is composed of transmitting and receiving components connected by two optical paths for the object and reference beams. 3 A 10.16-cm by 12.7-cm (4-in by 5-in) film holder is used to hold the high-resolution holographic film plates for recording the information. This allows the storage of several test conditions for later comparison and analysis outside of the test facility. A reference hologram is recorded with no flow in the tunnel and a test hologram is recorded at the test condition. After processing, the reference and test holograms are reconstructed to an infinite-fringe interferogram. 4 ' 5 If the flow is two-dimensional, which is usually the case for airfoils, fringes on an infinitefringe interferogram correspond to density contours in the flow, with a constant density increment between fringes given by,
or, Px,y = Pref + (constant)N (2) where px,y and pre f are the densities of two adjacent fringes, Le f f is the effective optical path length including the effect of the sidewall boundary layers, A is the laser wavelength, KG_D is the Gladstone -Dale constant and N is the fringe order number.6 In equation (2), the known test constants are replaced by a single constant as indicated. As can be seen in equation (2), the reference fringe of value N =O, will have the reference density at that position. This reference density must be known for this fringe. The density can be determined in several ways. If there is a region of undisturbed flow in the field of view, the freestream density can be used. Unfortunately, this is not generally the case. Instead, a surface pressure measurement can be converted to density by using the total temperature and total pressure. If the freestream density is used, along with its corresponding fringe of N =O, equation (2) can be written as follows,
Equation (3) can also be expressed in terms of refractive index by using the GladstoneDale equation, no -1 = PA-KG-D) (4) where substitution for KG_D on the right hand side of equation (3) The constant values in the experiments conducted in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel facility to obtain the interferograms are given in Table 1 below. Note that a Ruby laser was used for the interferograms taken of the symmetric airfoil whereas the Nd:YAG laser was used for the supercritical and circulation control airfoils.
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where p Xj2/ and p re f are the densities of two adjacent fringes, L e ff is the effective optical path length including the effect of the sidewall boundary layers, A is the laser wavelength, KG-D is the Gladstone-Dale constant and N is the fringe order number. 6 In equation (2), the known test constants are replaced by a single constant as indicated. As can be seen in equation (2), the reference fringe of value N=0, will have the reference density at that position. This reference density must be known for this fringe. The density can be determined in several ways. If there is a region of undisturbed flow in the field of view, the freestream density can be used. Unfortunately, this is not generally the case. Instead, a surface pressure measurement can be converted to density by using the total temperature and total pressure. If the freestream density is used, along with its corresponding fringe of N=0, equation (2) can be written as follows,
Equation (3) can also be expressed in terms of refractive index by using the GladstoneDale equation,
where substitution for KG-D on the right hand side of equation (3) results in the following,
The constant values in the experiments conducted in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel facility to obtain the interferograms are given in Table 1 below. Note that a Ruby laser was used for the interferograms taken of the symmetric airfoil whereas the NdrYAG laser was used for the supercritical and circulation control airfoils. Substitution of these values into equation (3) and using the test section width of 609.6 mm (2ft) for Leff, since boundary layer correction is less than 2 % (i.e., L= Leff), gives Px,y = Poo + 5.06 x 10-3N (6) for the Ruby laser and, Px,y = Poo + 3.88 x 10 -3N for the Nd:YAG laser (7) The only variable left is the Fringe Order Number, N, which is readily available from the digitized interferograms. Once the densities are known, other aerodynamic information such as pressure coefficients can be obtained. For example, for the NdrYAG laser
The only variable left is the Fringe Order Number, N, which is readily available from the digitized interferograms. Once the densities are known, other aerodynamic information such as pressure coefficients can be obtained. For example, 
Models
The airfoils for which holographic interferograms were obtained and evaluated on the Image Processing System included a symmetrical airfoil (64A010) 7, a supercritical airfoil (DSMA671)8 and a circulation control airfoil (CIRCON)9. Johnson, Bachalo, and Spaid had previously obtained the interferograms in tests conducted on the models in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel facility which is a closed-return, variable density tunnel with 21 % open porous-slotted upper and lower walls for transonic testing.
The 64A010 airfoil is a geometrically simple, symmetrical airfoil section. The model which was tested was a 15.2 cm (6 in) chord airfoil which spanned the entire test section. Tunnel conditions were fixed at a freestream Mach number of 0.8 and a Reynolds number of 2 x 106.
The supercritical airfoil tested was the DSMA671 airfoil of the DSMA series which is characterized by the relatively flat upper surface and cambered trailing edge (see figs. 6 and 8).
The CIRCON is a CIRculation CONtrol airfoil which utilizes the Coanda effect at the trailing edge. The Coanda effect occurs when a high -velocity fluid jet emits tangentially from a surface slot. The jet attaches itself to the surface because of the reduced static pressure it produces. The airfoil tested was elliptic with a thickness ratio of 21 %, 3 % camber, and 15.2 cm (6 in) chord. The blowing slot was located at 96.2 % of the chord.
A total of 6 interferograms, 2 for each airfoil model, were evaluated on the image processor system (see figs.). Table 2 shows the test conditions in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel when the interferograms were obtained. 
The airfoils for which holographic interferograms were obtained and evaluated on the Image Processing System included a symmetrical airfoil (64AGIO) 7 , a supercritical airfoil (DSMA671) 8 and a circulation control airfoil (CIRCON) 9 . Johnson, Bachalo, and Spaid had previously obtained the interferograms in tests conducted on the models in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel facility which is a closed-return, variable density tunnel with 21 % open porous-slotted upper and lower walls for transonic testing.
The 64A010 airfoil is a geometrically simple, symmetrical airfoil section. The model which was tested was a 15.2 cm (6 in) chord airfoil which spanned the entire test section. Tunnel conditions were fixed at a freestream Mach number of 0.8 and a Reynolds number of 2x 106 .
The CIRCON is a CIRculation CONtrol airfoil which utilizes the Coanda effect at the trailing edge. The Coanda effect occurs when a high-velocity fluid jet emits tangentially from a surface slot. The jet attaches itself to the surface because of the reduced static pressure it produces. The airfoil tested was elliptic with a thickness ratio of 21 %, 3 % camber, and 15.2 cm (6 in) chord. The blowing slot was located at 96.2 % of the chord.
A total of 6 interferograms, 2 for each airfoil model, were evaluated on the image processor system (see figs.). Table 2 shows the test conditions in the Ames 2-by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel when the interferograms were obtained. Table 2 using the Image Processor System. Equation (8) was then used to obtain Cp data. The results are plotted in figures 3 through 13 and compared with data obtained by other methods. The latter included experimental data from transducers placed on the airfoils providing a direct reading of the surface pressures, and the manual technique of counting the fringes of an infinite -fringe interferogram by hand and then applying the previously discussed equations. All three methods are compared to see how the image processor system agrees with experimental and hand -evaluated data. If the results prove to be in good agreement with the pressure transducer measurements, then the image processor is justified as the best method to use in such evaluations as it is would be the most efficient, easiest, and fastest method.
Discussion
The interferograms were digitized on the De Anza image processor. The actual digitization process takes only a few seconds. However, the total time required to evaluate an interferogram averages out to be about 30 minutes. This includes setting up the equipment, running the application program and running some post -processing programs. If everything is set up, the time required to evaluate an interferogram would be about 15 minutes. This is esentially running the application program from start to finish and includes input of reference points, creation of polygon lines, fringe numbering and camera lens changes which the user has to do. Setting up the equipment and performing the post -processing activities take up the other 15 minutes which are about 5 and 10 minutes respectively.
The interferograms were chosen to test the capabilities of the image processor system for a wide variety of fringe patterns. The different geometries of the airfoils together with the different test conditions resulted in flows with strong and weak shocks, separated flows and flows with strong pressure gradients all of which created unique fringe patterns. The general technique for running the application program was the same for all interferograms, however, the creation of polygon lines was unique to each case depending on the fringe patterns. were created at the edge of the thin boundary layer for the upper and lower surfaces, and the image processor picked up all of the fringes during the segmentation process except for the leading edge area. The method for selecting the reference fringe, N =O, for this interferogram was to choose it at freestream conditions rather than using a known transducer measurement. That is, this fringe was observed to go to a region far away from the airfoil where it can be assumed to be at freestream. This fringe is not bending around the local density field but rather extends into the undisturbed freestream region of the SPIE Vol. 693 High Speed Photography, Videography, and Photonics IV (1986) / 205
Results
Fringe Order Functions were obtained for the upper and lower surfaces of interferograms I through VI of Table 2 using the Image Processor System. Equation (8) was then used to obtain Cp data. The results are plotted in figures 3 through 13 and compared with data obtained by other methods. The latter included experimental data from transducers placed on the airfoils providing a direct reading of the surface pressures, and the manual technique of counting the fringes of an infinite-fringe interferogram by hand and then applying the previously discussed equations. All three methods are compared to see how the image processor system agrees with experimental and hand-evaluated data. If the results prove to be in good agreement with the pressure transducer measurements, then the image processor is justified as the best method to use in such evaluations as it is would be the most efficient, easiest, and fastest method.
Discussion
The interferograms were digitized on the De Anza image processor. The actual digitization process takes only a few seconds. However, the total time required to evaluate an interferogram averages out to be about 30 minutes. This includes setting up the equipment, running the application program and running some post-processing programs. If everything is set up, the time required to evaluate an interferogram would be about 15 minutes. This is esentially running the application program from start to finish and includes input of reference points, creation of polygon lines, fringe numbering and camera lens changes which the user has to do. Setting up the equipment and performing the post-processing activities take up the other 15 minutes which are about 5 and 10 minutes respectively.
The interferograms were chosen to test the capabilities of the image processor system for a wide variety of fringe patterns. The different geometries of the airfoils together with the different test conditions resulted in flows with strong and weak shocks, separated flows and flows with strong pressure gradients all of which created unique fringe patterns. The general technique for running the application program was the same for all interferograms, however, the creation of polygon lines was unique to each case depending on the fringe patterns. Figure 2 shows the infinite-fringe interferogram for the 64A010 symmetrical airfoil at a Mach number of 0.8 and a 0 degree angle of attack. This flow has a weak shock at an X/C of 0.45 and a symmetric fringe pattern. The fringes are very distinct and clear for this interferogram making it rather easy to evaluate on the image processor. The only difficulty involved the leading edge where blurring of fringes occured. The polygon lines were created at the edge of the thin boundary layer for the upper and lower surfaces, and the image processor picked up all of the fringes during the segmentation process except for the leading edge area. The method for selecting the reference fringe, N=0, for this interferogram was to choose it at freestream conditions rather than using a known transducer measurement. That is, this fringe was observed to go to a region far away from the airfoil where it can be assumed to be at freestream. This fringe is not bending around the local density field but rather extends into the undisturbed freestream region of the wind tunnel. The fringe was traced down to the local airfoil surface where the polygon line was drawn which happened to be at the airfoil X/C = 0.73 location and assigned the number N =O. This made it possible to use equation (3) to obtain the remaining density field as the remaining fringes were numbered relative to N =O. The video camera lens was changed to enlarge the blurred region near the leading edge of the airfoil, but very few additional fringes were detected. Instead, the fringe numbers were estimated in this area. This was done by visually extrapolating known fringes from a clear region into the blurred region and then assigning the numbers to the few fringes detected in the blurred region. Figure 3 are the corresponding surface pressures for interferogram I. As can be seen, both methods show the same Cr values for both upper and lower surfaces as expected with a maximum Cp of about -0.68 at an X/C of 0.45. Discrepancies can be noted at the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil. The leading edge area, where fringe numbers were estimated, results in error in the data. However, for the region between 0.2 < X/C < 0.8, the results are very good to within i % of the transducer pressure data. The region near the trailing edge also shows a discrepancy which was probable due to the subjective choice of the reference fringe where human error could have caused the reference fringe to be 2 or 3 fringes from the true freestream conditions. Another source of error may have been in selecting the second reference point (1,0) as the end of the airfoil was not clearly visible in the interferogram. Better results would have been obtained for this case if the quality of the interferogram had been better. Figure 4 shows the infinite -fringe interferogram for the same 64A010 symmetrical airfoil at the same Mach number but with the angle of attack increased to 6.5 degrees. A strong shock forms at about X/C = 0.4 and the flow becomes separated at this point.
Because of the presence of the shock on the upper surface and the large number of fringes in the leading edge of the airfoil, the interferogram was evaluated in two sections; before and after the shock. For the region, 0.0 < X/C < 0.4, the polygon line for the upper surface was drawn close to the edge of the boundary layer. The fringe pattern was relatively flat in this region so that the same fringe number was assigned in several locations with fluctuations between 2 or 3 numbers. The region of separated flow, 0.4 < X/C < 1.0, can be seen very clearly after the shock. For the purposes of evaluating the interferogram, this region can be considered to be a thick boundary layer. It is a subjective choice as to where to draw the polygon line, but it was selected just outside the thick boundary layer before the fringes begin to bend drastically. The pressure was assumed to be constant through the boundary layer region and normal to the local airfoil surface. N =0, the reference fringe, was chosen from a known transducer measurement as was the case for the remaining interferograms. The remaining fringes were assigned numbers relative to this fringe. A fringe that was observed to go around the shock from the first section was traced into the second section and assigned the same number; the remaining fringes were then numbered. The lower surface of the airfoil had a clear fringe pattern and was numbered in the same manner as interferogram I with a similar polygon line. Figure 5 shows the resulting surface pressures for interferogram II. The presence of the shock is clearly seen in the graph as the C,, drops from -1.2 to -0.4 at an X/C of 0.4. The shock location appears to be a little off when compared to the other two methods. A reason for this may be due to the tracing of a fringe from the first to second section. The 206 / SP /E Vol. 693 High Speed Photography, Videography, and Photonics IV (1986) wind tunnel. The fringe was traced down to the local airfoil surface where the polygon line was drawn which happened to be at the airfoil X/C 0.73 location and assigned the number N=0. This made it possible to use equation (3) to obtain the remaining density field as the remaining fringes were numbered relative to N=0. The video camera lens was changed to enlarge the blurred region near the leading edge of the airfoil, but very few additional fringes were detected. Instead, the fringe numbers were estimated in this area. This was done by visually extrapolating known fringes from a clear region into the blurred region and then assigning the numbers to the few fringes detected in the blurred region. Figure 3 are the corresponding surface pressures for interferogram I. As can be seen, both methods show the same Cp values for both upper and lower surfaces as expected with a maximum Cp of about -0.68 at an X/C of 0.45. Discrepancies can be noted at the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil. The leading edge area, where fringe numbers were estimated, results in error in the data. However, for the region between 0.2 < X/C < 0.8, the results are very good to within 1 % of the transducer pressure data. The region near the trailing edge also shows a discrepancy which was probable due to the subjective choice of the reference fringe where human error could have caused the reference fringe to be 2 or 3 fringes from the true freestream conditions. Another source of error may have been in selecting the second reference point (1,0) as the end of the airfoil was not clearly visible in the interferogram. Better results would have been obtained for this case if the quality of the interferogram had been better. Figure 4 shows the infinite-fringe interferogram for the same 64A010 symmetrical airfoil at the same Mach number but with the angle of attack increased to 6.5 degrees. A strong shock forms at about X/C = 0.4 and the flow becomes separated at this point. Because of the presence of the shock on the upper surface and the large number of fringes in the leading edge of the airfoil, the interferogram was evaluated in two sections; before and after the shock. For the region, 0.0 < X/C < 0.4, the polygon line for the upper surface was drawn close to the edge of the boundary layer. The fringe pattern was relatively flat in this region so that the same fringe number was assigned in several locations with fluctuations between 2 or 3 numbers. The region of separated flow, 0.4 < X/C < 1.0, can be seen very clearly after the shock. For the purposes of evaluating the interferogram, this region can be considered to be a thick boundary layer. It is a subjective choice as to where to draw the polygon line, but it was selected just outside the thick boundary layer before the fringes begin to bend drastically. The pressure was assumed to be constant through the boundary layer region and normal to the local airfoil surface. N 0. the reference fringe, was chosen from a known transducer measurement as was the case for the remaining inter ferograms. The remaining fringes were assigned numbers relative to this fringe. A fringe that was observed to go around the shock from the first section was traced into the second section and assigned the same number; the remaining fringes were then numbered. The lower surface of the airfoil had a clear fringe pattern and was numbered in the same manner as interferogram I with a similar polygon line. The shock location appears to be a little off when compared to the other two methods. A reason for this may be due to the tracing of a fringe from the first to second section. The technique used was a manual one which could have been 2 or 3 fringes in error. A better technique that was not used but could have provided better results would be to run the application program twice, once for each section, with a reference fringe for each section and combining the results afterwards. This would also entail using the automatic capabilities of the system rather than reverting to manual techniques. It would be advantageous, therefore, to have four transducers for future interferogram analysis of airfoils with shocks to obtain known pressures before and after the shock; two transducers for each surface. Blurring of fringes causes some error in the leading edge, as in interferogram I, but the fringes were better estimated, resulting in better agreement. In the remaining trouble -free region of the interferogram, the results agree with the transducer measurements to within 1% Figure 6 is the interferogram for the DSMA671 supercritical airfoil at a Mach number of 0.72 and angle of attack of 4.32 degrees. This interferogram has a high number of fringes in the leading edge area up to the shock, X/C = 0.37, and a clearly defined boundary layer and wake after the shock for both upper and lower surfaces. The interferogram was also evaluated in two sections, before and after the shock. The polygon line was drawn just outside the outer edge of the boundary layer and wake. Towards the trailing edge, it can be seen that the fringes begin to bend slightly where the outer edge of the boundary layer is located; the polygon line was drawn below the bending but above the boundary layer. This was done to obtain the actual end location of the fringes as they touched the boundary layer. The image processor detected the clear fringe pattern and the fringes were numbered relative to the reference fringe. In the upper surface, the fringe pattern gets flat for about 0.37 < X/C < 0.57 so that only about 7 fringes are located in this region, however they remain clear and are easily numbered. The fringes are also easily numbered for 0.57 < X/C < 1.0. It was more difficult to number the region before the shock. For the region 0.0 < X/C < 0.1 the original interferogram has too many fringes for fringe detection by the image processor and fringe numbers have to be estimated along the polygon line. However, the region from 0.1 < X/C < 0.37 can be numbered more easily. A fringe was traced around the shock from the aft section and assigned the same number in the forward region; the same technique used in interferogram II. The lower surface was a little easier to evaluate since there was no shock present although the leading edge area also had a high density of fringes. The polygon lines were drawn as in the upper surface. Figure 7 shows the surface pressures obtained for interferogram III. The discrepancies occur mostly before the shock where the high fringe density was located, resulting in a high degree of error for both the upper and lower surfaces. In regions aft of the shock the agreement is better because of the clear fringe patterns and well-defined boundary layer. The agreement with transducer measurements after the shock is within 1 %. Figure 8 is the interferogram for the DSMA671 supercritical airfoil at the same Mach number but with angle of attack increased to 6.1 degrees. The interferogram is very similar to interferogram III with the same problem of too many fringes near the leading edge. It was evaluated in a similar manner. Figure 9 shows the corresponding surface pressures for interferogram IV. As can be seen. the results are very similar to the previous case and are in good agreement with the transducer measurements to within 1 % aft of the shock. The poor agreement near the SPIE Vol. 693 High Speed Photography, Videography, and Photonics IV (1986) / 207 technique used was a manual one which could have been 2 or 3 fringes in error. A better technique that was not used but could have provided better results would be to run the application program twice, once for each section, with a reference fringe for each section and combining the results afterwards. This would also entail using the automatic capabilities of the system rather than reverting to manual techniques. It would be advantageous, therefore, to have four transducers for future interferogram analysis of airfoils with shocks to obtain known pressures before and after the shock; two transducers for each surface. Blurring of fringes causes some error in the leading edge, as in interferogram I, but the fringes were better estimated, resulting in better agreement. In the remaining trouble-free region of the interferogram, the results agree with the transducer measurements to within 1%. Figure 6 is the interferogram for the DSMA671 supercritical airfoil at a Mach number of 0.72 and angle of attack of 4.32 degrees. This interferogram has a high number of fringes in the leading edge area up to the shock, X/C 0.37, and a clearly defined boundary layer and wake after the shock for both upper and lower surfaces. The interferogram was also evaluated in two sections, before and after the shock. The polygon line was drawn just outside the outer edge of the boundary layer and wake. Towards the trailing edge, it can be seen that the fringes begin to bend slightly where the outer edge of the boundary layer is located; the polygon line was drawn below the bending but above the boundary layer. This was done to obtain the actual end location of the fringes as they touched the boundary layer. The image processor detected the clear fringe pattern and the fringes were numbered relative to the reference fringe. In the upper surface, the fringe pattern gets flat for about 0.37 < X/C < 0.57 so that only about 7 fringes are located in this region, however they remain clear and are easily numbered. The fringes are also easily numbered for 0.57 < X/C < 1.0. It was more difficult to number the region before the shock. For the region 0.0 < X/C < 0.1 the original interferogram has too many fringes for fringe detection by the image processor and fringe numbers have to be estimated along the polygon line. However, the region from 0.1 < X/C < 0.37 can be numbered more easily. A fringe was traced around the shock from the aft section and assigned the same number in the forward region; the same technique used in interferogram II. The lower surface was a little easier to evaluate since there was no shock present although the leading edge area also had a high density of fringes. The polygon lines were drawn as in the upper surface. Figure 7 shows the surface pressures obtained for interferogram III. The discrepancies occur mostly before the shock where the high fringe density was located, resulting in a high degree of error for both the upper and lower surfaces. In regions aft of the shock the agreement is better because of the clear fringe patterns and well-defined boundary layer. The agreement with transducer measurements after the shock is within 1 %. Figure 8 is the interferogram for the DSMA671 supercritical airfoil at the same Mach number but with angle of attack increased to 6.1 degrees. The interferogram is very similar to interferogram III with the same problem of too many fringes near the leading edge. It was evaluated in a similar manner. Figure 9 shows the corresponding surface pressures for interferogram IV. As can be seen, the results are very similar to the previous case and are in good agreement with the transducer measurements to within 1 % aft of the shock. The poor agreement near the leading edge, resulting from the high fringe concentration due to large density gradients, shows up very well in this case. Figure 10 is the interferogram for the CIRCON airfoil. As can be seen in the interferogram, the fringes are symmetric about X/C of 0.5 and flatten out near the boundary layer of the upper surface. Blurring due to a high concentration of fringes made it difficult to number in the region 0.0 < X/C < 0.1 for the upper surface. Near the trailing edge, the high pressure gradients of the Coanda jet affected the fringe patterns and the quality of the interferogram in the region 0.8 < X/C < 1.0. A very thin boundary layer can be assumed for this type of airfoil, and consequently the polygon lines were drawn as close as possible to the airfoil surface. The lower surface had a large model support obstructing fringes, but because the fringe pattern was observed to be very flat, the polygon line was drawn close to the airfoil and assumed constant with the fringe numbers extrapolated from the unobstructed lower surface region. Due to the flat fringe pattern, only about 15 fringes had to be numbered for the lower surface, and most of these were located near the trailing edge. Figure 11 shows the surface pressures obtained from interferogram V. The results indicate the discrepancies due to high fringe density and partial model support blockage near the leading edge of both upper and lower surfaces where some fringe numbers had to be estimated. The effects of the blowing pressure on the fringe patterns causes some discrepancy in the trailing edge. The very flat fringe patterns in the regions 0.25 < X/C < 0.75 caused some problems in fringe numbering in the upper surface. Numbering errors occured as the polygon line was almost parallel to the fringes in some cases. In general, the results for the CIRCON interferogram were not as good as the previous interferograms, for the upper surface, with error throughout the region. The lower surface error was good to within 1% of transducer measurements,but a large section here was assumed constant due to model blockage. However, the correct symmetry can be discerned about X/C = 0.5 with a maximum CT, value of -1.0 for the upper surface, and a relatively constant Cp value of about -0.1 for 0.2 < X/C < 0.8 of the lower surface. Figure 12 has the interferogram for the CIRCON airfoil at Mach number of 0.65 and angle of attack of O. The interferogram is similar to interferogram V with a disturbed blowing pressure region near the trailing edge and a large obstructed region in the leading edge as well as in the lower surface. The polygon lines were drawn as in interferogram V. Figure 13 shows the resulting surface pressures of interferogram VI. The discrepancies are seen to occur in the leading and trailing edges due to fringe density and Coanda, jet effects and along the surfaces due to flatness of fringes and model support blockage. As in the previous interferogram, the results are to the same accuracy. It appears to be more crucial to obtain good quality interferograms for this type of airfoil because of its unique fringe patterns.
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Interferograms can be digitized and evaluated using a semi-automatic image processor as was shown in this report. It is obvious that the results with image processing techniques depend very heavily on the quality of the original image. Care must taken to obtain clear fringe patterns, especially in the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil where many fringes converge in a relatively small area and blurring of patterns can occur. Image enhancement techniques will not completely solve this problem as the entire image processing procedures provide opportunity for image degradation. It was shown, however, that in regions where fringe patterns are very sharp and clear the evaluation of interferograms proceeds with ease and yields very good results. It was also found that a wide variety of fringe patterns can be evaluated on the image processor. Interferograms with shocks, separated flows and high -pressure regions can be handled provided care is taken in selecting the polygon lines to be evaluated and correct assumptions are made. Perhaps additional software may be developed in the future to aid in fringe enhancement and detection. Fringes that are very clear in one region of the flow, for instance, may be extrapolated to a region that is blurred which in turn can be detected by the image processor.
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